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LOTUS “Being part of Untold Stories literally changed my life. When I saw 

the artwork made for my poetry I was so touched, it brought me to 
tears. They perfectly depicted how I felt in those moments.” 

~ 2020 Untold Stories Survivor-Writer



MESSAGE FROM OUR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

What an extraordinary year.  Thank you for your invaluable 
interest in LOTUS, along with your generous financial support, 
both equally vital to LOTUS’ mission: the dual objectives of 
legal advocacy and survivor empowerment.  It has been a 
privilege and a challenge in equal parts, and LOTUS’ mission 
and dedication may never have been more necessary and more 
evidenced than in 2020.

Before COVID-19 hit, LOTUS looked to address increasing legal 
caseloads more complex than ever, knowing our clients required 
and deserved the very best service and personnel; professionals 
with specific experience, compassion, and commitment.  
And despite delay caused by pandemic restrictions, we 
accomplished those goals, our staff has never been stronger; 
we quickly and nimbly adapted within weeks to meet legal and 
service necessities for clients with minimal disruption, providing 
103 distinct clients this year with multiple legal and empowerment 
direct services.

Before COVID-19 hit, LOTUS had reserved the Italian Community 
Center for the Annual Untold Stories Showcase. This event is a 
celebration and platform for survivor-writers to share their stories 
and voice, interpreted in stunning and moving visual artworks 
created by students from Laura Fuller-Cooper’s class at the 
Milwaukee Institute of Art & Design.  We anticipated more than 
250 attendees, including our generous and stalwart sponsor, 
Waterstone Bank.  Respecting the disastrous impact of the 
pandemic, our Survivor Empowerment team resolutely and 
unflinchingly pivoted to a virtual platform, unveiled in November 
to ensure all survivor-writers maintained their opportunity to be 
heard.  Their astounding creativity and adaptability was inspired 
by, and respectfully reflects our clients’ resilience, strength and refusal to be defeated in the face of seemingly 
impossible circumstances.

With the eruption of racial injustice protests, long-simmering and negatively impacting legal processes for decades, 
LOTUS echoed and supported partner organizations seeking reform and recognition of unjust systems, knowing 
that such injustice inside of systems create and sustain vulnerabilities that make trafficking in persons easier, 
and responses re-traumatizing, less effective and temporary. Reckoning with injustice one client at a time is a 
daily occurrence for LOTUS staff – and with recognition of complicity within systems, intentional or not, comes 
defensiveness and difficult conversations.  But discomfort tells.  And it is the only legal and peaceful means to 
accomplish change. LOTUS chose to courageously lead, and clients now, and into the far-future will benefit.

Because of this staff, Board and true commitment to the core of what LOTUS is, we enter 2021 stronger, more 
committed and more stable than ever before.  That’s a good thing, because as we meet the nadir of this dire 
COVID-19 pandemic, LOTUS continues uninterrupted, to address the legal needs of the most vulnerable and 
exposed, to protect and empower victims and enforce the law to ensure that victims are not overlooked, pushed 
aside, or discounted when other priorities seem to overwhelm.

Mahatma Gandhi stated, “The true measure of any society can be found in how it treats its most vulnerable 
members.”  LOTUS proudly, undeterred, with creativity and compassion, stands strong and ready to continue its 
service and positively impact all of society.  We couldn’t do it without you.

Kate Knowlton
2020 Interim Executive Director and Staff Attorney

LOTUS programs continue to highlight the 
resilience of survivor voices. This summer, 

filmmaker Michael Snowden conducted 
virtual and socially-distant audio recording 

sessions with Untold Stories alumni to 
share their stories through short films.



“
I am inspired by 
survivors, by the 
audacious act of 
resilience and by 
communities of 
people drawing 

towards each other 
with commitment 
in a world that so 
often threatens to 

divide us.
~ Robyn Vining, WI State 
Assembly Representative

At the hardest 
moments, like 

testifying in court, 
I had piece of mind 

that my attorney 
would be there for 
me. It is because 
of LOTUS that I 
had the strength 

to talk about what 
happened to me. 

~ Client Statement

”

Secured funds required to provide $20,730 
for clients in crisis including rental and 
utility assistance, payment of medical bills, 
transportation expenses; and food and 
clothing expenses.

$

education and outreach 
opportunities, reaching 600+ 
professionals and community members. This 
included testifying at the State Committee on 
Health and a Department of Justice 
victim/witness specialist panel.

15

legal service clients...83

$781,771

In 2020 LOTUS served

Of those cases: 47% provided 
immigration assistance; 51 clients 
were survivors of trafficking; and 
8 T Visas were approved for 
foreign national survivors.

Organizational growth 
expanded client access to services 
including renting shared office space in 
Neenah; hired a staff attorney for the Fox 
Valley area and a bi-lingual paralegal for the 
Milwaukee area. 

survivors received
victims’ rights advocacy during federal 
and state criminal justice system processes, 
ensuring their rights were prioritized and 
their voices were heard.

30 

Despite the challenges 
of the pandemic, LOTUS 
remained stable, and 
experienced an increase 
of 26% in charitable giving.raised in 2020
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FY20 SUPPORTERS
(Foundation and Organizational gifts, 
as well as Individual gifts over $250)

Badger Mutual Insurance Women’s Amateur
Delafield Presbyterian Church
Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC
Fidelity Charitable
Greater Green Bay Community Foundation
OVW-Legal Assistance for Victims
Racine Dominican Mission Fund
Sisters of the Divine Savior
St. Elizabeth Ann Seton Parish
Unitarian Church North, Inc
VOCA
Waukesha County Community Foundation 
     - WaterStone Bank Fund
The Wisconsin Arts Board, with funds from 
       the State of Wisconsin and the National 
       Endowment for the Arts
Wisconsin Association For Justice
WisTAF
Woman’s Club of Wisconsin Foundation

2020 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President - Linda Krieg   National Center for Missing & Exploited Children (Ret.), Federal 
    Bureau of Investigation (Ret.), Ozaukee County Board of Supervisors
Secretary - Thomas Axel Lifvendahl Lifvendahl & Associates
Treasurer - Gregory Schrieber  Kerkman & Dunn
Aaron Bernstein   Attorney and Owner, ProLift Garage Doors of Milwaukee
Jasmine Conway   Survivor Advocate & Consultant
Melissa B. Espin   ManpowerGroup 
Julie Glynn   WaterStone Bank 
Kristen D. Hardy   Briggs & Stratton
Alyson Lippman   Second Chakra Women’s Health Care, LLC
Angela F. Schultz   Marquette University Law School
Barry C. Slagle (Past President) Juvenile Court Commissioner (Ret.), Legal Consultant
Paula Strelitz   Retired, Community Volunteer
Christa Wittenberg   O’Neil, Cannon, Hollman, DeJong & Laing S.C.

In 2021 LOTUS welcomes the 
following board members:
•  Dawn Jones, Dawn Jones Consulting
•  Jennifer Williams, Deputy City 
    Attorney, City of Racine

Cover artwork by: Olivia Zurawski, 
a Communication Design major in 
Prof. Laura Fuller-Cooper’s MIAD 
class which is a college-level course 
dedicated to creating response 
artworks to LOTUS clients.

2515 N. 124th Street, Suite 201
Brookfield, WI 53005

(414) 885 -1469
info@lotuslegalclinic.org

For more information, or to make a 
donation, please visit:

www.lotuslegal.org
www.facebook.com/LOTUSLEGAL

Untold Stories - we have 
proudly served 143 survivors through this 
powerful program since 2011. 
Our 9th annual Untold Stories Showcase went virtual, serving 14 
participants in the 2019-2020 cohort. Of those participants:

•  8 submitted poems and were published in our 2020 
    Untold Stories magazine
•  3 alums were also published in our 2020 magazine
•  5 participants and 1 alum read for the live showcase event
•  60 community members attended our virtual showcase, which 
    included professionally produced video for archival viewing
•  6 Untold Stories alumnae returned for the second year of “Rise 
and Thrive: A Lives in Landscape Exhibition.” Survivor-writer 
Lisa McCormick, Interim Executive Director Kate Knowlton, and 
landscape painter Brianna Joy Seipel were featured on WUWM 
89.7 Milwaukee’s NPR to talk about the project’s impact. (This 
project was funded in part by the Wisconsin Arts Board with funds from the State 
of Wisconsin and the National Endowment for the Arts.)

“What makes LOTUS so 
inspiring to me is the added 

emphasis on lifting survivors 
up and empowering them 

to be change agents in 
their communities. LOTUS 
represents and supports 

its clients as whole people, 
and its work gives me 

hope for better justice and 
systemic change.” 

~ Christa Wittenberg
Board President
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